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The diffuse-field probe transfer function
of studio-quality headphones*

There has been major progress in reeenf years in fhe sfandardization of sound
reproducfioll fhrough headphones. This progress Jzas concerned, on fhe one hand. fhe
theoretical derivation of a suirable form of headphone transfer function and. Oll the
otller hand, the developmenf, pracfical testing and standardizafion of the corresponding
measuremellt techniques, If has been shown in earlier artic/es that the frequeney
response of file headphone fransfer funetion musf match that of the transfer function
of the outer ear. os measured in a diffuse field. if linear distortions are to be avoided
when reproducing audio signals through headphones. Sound pressure measllrements in
lhe audifory eanal of test Iisteners have proved parricularly useful in lhe evaluation of
Ihis physically-delined headpholle Irallsler IUIIClioll. For sludio-qua!ily headpholles a
Irequency-indepelldenl "dilluse-lield probe lrallsler jlmclioll " Iws beeil delilled Oll Ihe
basis of the measurement lechnique used. Admissible folerallces are given, taking
aeroulll 0/ lhe measurement accuracy that can be achieved and the threshold 01
perceptibility 0/ changes in fhe coloratiOll 0/ sounds, Measuremenfs using the technique
Oll fwelve high·quality headphones show thaf three 0/ them meet the targef speclfications
lor Ihe Irallsler lunclion 01 headpholles lor sludio use.

1. Introduction

Hi-fi headphones are now available which offer
a very high standard of quality as regards audio
bandwidth, non-linear distortions, maximum sound
pressure, etc., and yet the price of such hcadphones
is only a fraction of that of control-room quality
loudspeakers.

• Dieser Aufsatz erscheint in Delltsch Unler eiern Titel" Das
Diffusfeldsondenübenragllngsmass eines Studiokop01Ö
rers" in Rundfunktechnische Mitteilungen, Heft 3, 1988.

Headphone reprOduelion offers various advan
tages over loudspeaker reproduction. Headphones
make it possible 10 reproduce high volume levels 
for example in order to reereate (he volume generat·
ed by a symphony oreheslra at a Iistener's position
in a concert hall - without difficulty. Also,
headphone reproduction is unaffected by the listen
ing room and its aeoustie properties, or by res·
trictions on the stereophonie listening area; several
people ean listen at (he same (ime under the same
conditions. Moreover, with closed headphones.
even dislUrbing noises in (he listening area ean be
attenualed effectively. This is particularly important
in poor aeoustie environments such as oceur in



outside-broadcast vans. The greater sensltlVIty as
regards the detection of interfering noises during
sound recording operations, compared to the use of
loudspeakers, merits partieular consideration.

Despite these advantages, headphones are only
rarely used when making stereophonie recordings.
One key reason for this is Ihe phenomenon of
.. in-the-head localization" [IJ that occurs when
listening on headphones. In effect, the sound stimu
lus is pereeived as coming from within the listener's
head and, because of the inadequate spatial pro
jeetion, the evaluation of eertain features of a
slereophonic production (sound balance belween
different instruments or groups of instruments, alld
spatial projeclion) is done almost exclusively with
loudspeakers. Anolher reason for the rejection of
headphones is undoubtedly the facI that it is fre
quently found unpleasant 10 wear them for long
periods.

If headphone and loudspeaker reproduction is
compared in terms of sound pattern reproducibility,
loudspeakers are severely disadvantaged by Ihe
influence of their physieal environment. Whell a
given headphone is used in different surroundings
a reprodueible sound pattern is assured; this is not
Ihe case when Ihe same loudspeaker is used in
different listening rooms, Of when the loudspeakers
are arranged differently in the same room. Given
adequate standardization of the headphone, the
goal of reproducibilily would be achieved, but with
corresponding standardization of a loudspeaker it
would nol. Sufficient slandardization of the com
plete monitoring environment of loudspeaker plus
listening room, and more partieularly, monitoring
loudspeaker and control room, has nOI yet been
achieved (2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. For this reason, invesli
gations are under way \Vith a view to defining a
reference monitoring configuration for loudspeaker
reproduclion (7]. Problems arise, in panicular,
from the interaction between loudspeakers and the
listening room and the central problem is to estab
Iish ie and how, neutral reproduetion through
loudspeakers can be defined.

Similarly, the standardization of headphones, as
matters stand al preseot, remains insufficient to the
extent thaI it cannOI be used as the basis for Ihe
definition of a reference headphone reproduction.
The standards Ihat have been established (8, 9, 10,
I1,12] ensure neilher a uniform nor a neulral sound
pattern, especially with regard to timbre. However
the prospects for establishing appropriate standards
are mueh better because the innuenee of the
listening room does not have to be considered.

Great progress has been made in reeent years in
the standardization of headphone reproduclion. On
the one hand there has been progress eoneerning the
theoretical derivation of a suitable reference for
headphone reproduclion by means of mathematical
modelling (13] and, on the other hand, we have seen
the development of appropriate measurement tech
niques and their praetical testing and standardi
zation.
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This work, which has been widely reported (14,
15,16,17,18,19,20] may be regarded as complete.
An important result is the draft text of a prelimina
ry standard, DI 45619, Pan 3 [21], prepared by
a group of headphone experts following extensive
measuremenls (19]. This draft text standardizes the
teehnique used 10 determine lhe transfer funetion of
headphones by sound pressure measllrements using
a probe microphone in the auditory canal of the
listener.

It should be noted that the draft text deals
exclusively with the physical fealures of Ihe transfer
function measllrement teehniqlle, and it does not
make any statements relating 10 the standardization
of Ihe frequency-dependency of the Iransfer
function eurve or the permissible tolerances. In this
respect it corresponds 10 standard D1N 45619
Pans land 2 (10, 11] and wilh lEe Publication
268-7 (8], although these use the method of
loudness eomparison, rat her than that of sound
pressure measurement within the auditory canal, as
a means of measuring lhe headphone transfer char
acteristie.

The new measurement teehnique serving as the
basis in [18] for defining the lransfer [unction of
slUdio headphones offers the following advantages
over the eonventional techniques:

Psychoaeoustie effeels which innuence the results
obtained with loudness eomparisons [17, 18, 20,
23, 24] are avoided. In contrast to the "Ioudness
comparison" transfer funetion of a headphone,
the "sound pressure " transfer fllnction is eom
parable with the corresponding ollter ear transfer
function.
Jn principle, (he sound·pressure lransfer function
of the headphone ean be reproduced on a head
phone tesl-jig (artificial head) wh ich simulales the
physical conditions thal oeellr when a headphone
is coupled to a human head (33].
The measurement proeedure takes less time, for
a given number of lisleners.
There are no difficliities in measuring the transfer
function at frequencies below 100 Hz.

The transfer function referred to above as the
"sound-pressure" type, and determined in aceor
danee wilh DIN 45619, Part 3, is called Ihe "probe
transfer funetion". Correspondingly, the rransfer
funclion measured in accordance with DIN 45619,
Pan I, could be called Ihe ., loudness Iransfer
function ".

The present article will be eoneerned essemially
with the "diffuse-fjeld probe transfer funelion"
(DFPTF) which is penineJ1l to the examination of
studio headphones, and whieh is measured in aeeor
dance with DlN 45619, Part 3, in a diffuse sound
field. Other importanl qualily parameters such as
distortion or the subjective evaluation of user com
fort will not be discussed. After an explanation of
the standardized measurement technique used for
determining the DFPTF of headphones, the toler
ance limits applieable to the standardizarion



of the frequeney-independent DFPTF of studio
headphones will be derived. This will be followed
by the results of measurements on twelve high-qual
ity headphones, using the methods deseribed, and
these will be discussed in the context cf (he derived
crileria. The measurement results will give an indi
eation of wh ich of the headphones tested are suit
able for use in a recording studio.

2. Studio headphone transfer function

2.1. Theory - requirement for a freqoeney-inde
pendent diffuse-fjeld probe transfer function

The free-field transfer funetion by loudness eom
parison with a progressive sound wave which has
been standardized in DIN 45619, Part I, and in
IEC Publieation 268-7 [8, 10] has long formed the
basis for evaluating headphones. Regardless of the
use to be made of a headphone, a free-field transfer
function has been called for which is as independent
as possible of the frequeney [9, 12J. In the
psychoacoustic domain this is needed in audio
experiments in order to generale the same hearing
sensations as would be generated by a homogeneous
sound field [33J (simulation of free-field eon
ditions). In electroacoustics, a frequency-indepen
dent free-field transfer funetion has been ealled for,
serving to obtain the same sound impression in the
reproduetion of stereophonie reeordings [34] as that
obtained when lIsing monitoring loudspeakers in the
studio listening room.

Nevertheless, more reeent theoretical studies [14J
suggest that a frequeney-independent DFPTF
should be used rat her than a frequeney-independent
free-field 10udness transfer funetion when assessing
headphones for use in the monitoring of stereo
phonie reeordings if faultless reproduetion of the
timbre is to be obtained [15, 18J. lt has been shown
that neither the use of a loudspeaker in front of the
listener nor a stereophonie arrangement of
loudspeakers in the listening room ean serve as a
referenee for headphone equalization, beeause the
resulting direetion-speeifie features of the equali
zation would give rise to timbre errors. The reasons
for this are explained in [14. 15. 18J and will be
outlined briefly below.

In natural listening, the speetral features of the
pereeived sounds, wh ich are governed by the di
reetional eharaeteristies of the outer ear, are dealt
with in such a manner in the loealization proeess
that they do not appear as a timbre eharaeteristie.
Pereeption of timbre is largely independent of the
loeation of the sound source. This <l inverse
filtering" [14] of the outer car transfer funerion
within the auditory system takes plaee, howevcr,
only if the effeet of the outer ear is deteeted through
the generation of the ear signals and is interpreted
as resulting from. this effeet. This is normally the
ease in natural hearing.

in eontrast, when sound is reprodueed through
headphones, the auter ear transfer funetion is sup-

planted by the transfer funetion of the headphone.
If the headphone transfer funcrion were to simulate
exactly a distinet direetion-specifie outer-ear trans
fer funetion (such as the free-field transfer funetian
for front signals), the loealization proeess and henee
the inverse filtering would take place in the ease of
a monophonie signal. The perceived Iistening event
would oceur at the reference loeation, i.e. in front
of the Iistener. As a result of the inverse filtering,
the free-field transfer funetion of the headphone
would not lead to any timbre errors. However, for
various reasons, it is impossible in praetiee to
aehieve out-of-head localization by manipulation of
the headphone equalization. In partieular, when
reproducing stereophonie signals, a direction-speci
fie headphone equalization will generare spectral ear
signal characteristics ""hieh do not match the inter
aural stereophonie charaeteristies and do not contri
bute to spatial pereeption. Consequently they are
not proeessed by the hearing system in aecordanee
with the principle of inverse filtering and timbre
errors result [14, 18J.

There is no predominant direetion of sound
ineidenee ""hen it is reproduced through
headphones. For this reason, a direetion-neutral
referenee should be used as the basis for equali
zation, rather than a direction-specifie reference. A
headphone transfer funetion deseribing the eoupling
between the headphone and the input to the audito
ry eanal [18J and whieh is free of linear distortions
is therefore defined, in physieal terms, as being such
that the headphone transfer funetion matches the
outer-ear transfer funetion as measured in a di
reclion-neutral sound field. In such asound field,
the direetional charaeteristies of the outer ear are
just as ineffeetive as they are when reprodueing
sound through headphones, and the situation eorre
sponds, for example, to that oeeurring in the diffuse
sound field ereated in a reverberation ehamber.

Thus the requiremem for a frequeney-indepen
dent DFPTF for headphones, whieh avoids timbre
errors regardless of the reeording technique in use,
ean be satisfied provided that the headphone
transfer funetion matches that of the out er ear, as
determined in a diffuse sound field. The measure
ment teehnique appropriate for this application
involves the measurement of sound pressure in the
auditory eanal of the listener by means of a probe
mkrophone.

2.2. Practice OFPTF measurement method

The DFPTF measurement teehnique has been
developed on the basis of the theoretieal prineiples
outlined above. After comprehensive measurements
[19], the foundations \Vere laid for the establishment
of a standard method of headphone transfer eharae
leristie measurement using a probe. The proeedure
is deseribed in the draft standard DIN 45619,
Part 3 [21]. Elements essential for the determi
nation of the DFPTF will be deseribed belo\V.
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2.2.1. Get/eral

The measurement procedure is used for the deter
mination of the transfer function of Olle earphone
of a headphone set, as a funetion of the frequeney,
by the measurement of sound pressure in the audi
tory eanal of the Iistener [21]. The diree! method
starts from a comparison of the sound pressures
generated by the referenee sound field and by the
headphone. The indireet method uses a referenee
headphone whieh has been ealibrated using rhe
direer method, as a substitute for the sound field.
Depending on the type of sound field (diffuse or
free), the diffuse-field or free-field probe transfer
function ean be determined.

2.2.2. Instnunenlation

The test instruments include both send and re
ceive apparatus. In general, the send equipment
consists of a noise generator, third-octave filters,
and at least ooe loudspeaker Of a reference head
phone, and the headphone under test. Areal-time
third-oetave analyser ean also be used, this being
triggered by an appropriate wideband noise signal.

The receive equipmem consists of a miniature
probe-mounted microphone to measure the sound
pressure in the auditory eanal of the listener. In the
direet method a ealibrated mierophone with a
known free-field or diffuse-field transfer funetion is
also required, to measure the sound pressure level
at the listening loeation.

The outputs of the eleetroaeoustie transdueers
must be measured using an RMS-reading voltmeter
operating with a sufficiently lang integration time.

The probe mierophone (referred to simply as the
" probe" for the remainder of this aniele) must
satisfy the following requirements:

a) The sound must be pieked up at a point at least
4 mm beyond the entranee to the auditory eanal.

b) The probe must not oceupy a eross-seetion in
exeess of 5 mm2 in the area of the auriele and
the outer 4 mm of the auditory eanal.

e) The ratio of the eross-seetions of the probe and
the surrounding part of the auditory eanal must
be less than 0.6 (the average eross-seetional area
of the auditory eanal in adults is about 45 mn,z).
The vollime of the probe, inclllding its support,
must not exceed 130 mm3 .

d) There are no special eonstraints with regard to
the free-field transfer funetion of the probe, but
there should be no sharply-defined resonanees.
This eondition may be regarded as being satisfied
if the difference between the transfer function in
any adjaeent one-third oetaves is less than 3 dB.

e) Care must be taken to ensure that the probe
output level with the sound entranee shielded is
at least 15 dB below that when it is not shielded.

f) Retaining deviees must be provided to hold the
probe firmly in the centre of the auditory eanal.
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The retainer must be designed to ensure a suf
ficiently firm fit in auditory canals having a
variety of cross-sections, whilst being easily
fitted and removed.

g) It is advisable to have the probe examined by an
ear specialist to verify its suitability for use by
the test listeners.

2.2.3. Direcl measuring melhod - delerminariol1
of the individual diffuse-field transfer
juncrio/1

This measurement method is based on a compari
son of vOltages from a probe in the outer auditory
canal of the test listener when subjeeted to noise
signals originating, alternately I from a headphone
and from a defined sound field in the listenjng roorn
(in this ease, the diffuse sound field in a reverbe
ration ehamber).

The test signals are generally filtered noise obtain
ed frorn pink noise by means of third-octave filters
having the properties set out in standard DIN 45652
[26) (eentre frequeneies in aeeordanee wirh series b)
in that doeument).

With wideband excitation and utilization of a
third-octave analyser I care must be taken to eI1sure
that a level differenee of no more than 2 dB is
measured in any thjrd-octave band for a given
headphone and listener when cornparing measure~

ments obtained with wideband and third-octave
noise signals.

The sound pressure levels of the audio test signals
rnust be chosen in such a way that the input signals
to the probe amplifier are at least 10 dB above the
eleetrieal noise level of the probe itself and the
acoustic noise level arising from body noises in the
auditory eanal. The sound pressure level at the
referenee point must not exeeed 85 dB to prevent
stress on the listener (or damage to their hearing).

The level of the headphone signal has to be set
so that the probe output levels, in response to sound
from the headphone and from the loudspeaker,
differ by no more than 3 dB when testing with the
third-oetave band centred on 500 Hz.

The sound field in the reverberation ehamber is
eonsidered to be suffieiently diffuse if the following
criteria are met*:

In the absence of a listener, the sound pressure
level measured 15 em in front of, behind, to the
right of, to the left of, and below the referenee
point (defined as the position of the opening of
the auditory eanal), when measured with a miero-

* These requirements are more stringent that (hose set out
in the draft standard DIN 45619, Part 3. They are valid
for the delermina!ion of the DFPTF of slUdio-quality
headphones with minimal measuremclll uncerlainty (see
§ 3.1). The requiremems are usually satisfied in
reverberation chambers designed for acouslic measurement
purposes. If such achamber is not available, lhe DFPTF
of sludio-quality headphones should be measured using the
indirect method (§ 2.2.4).
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phone with a spherical pick-up pattern, must not
differ by more than 2.5 dB from the level at the
reference point.
To cbeck the pick-up pattern, the sound pressure
level at the reference point must be measured, in
the absence of the listener, using a directional
microphone having a directivity of at least 8 dB
at frequencies above 500 Hz. With any orien
tat ion of the directional microphone, the sound
pressure level in any third-octave band (having a
centre frequency greater than or equal to 500 Hz)
must not differ by more than 3 dB.

Test Iisteners, fitting of headphones

Sound pressure measurements in the auditory
canal must, according to [21], be carried out on at
least eight listeners. Sixteen Iisteners should be used
when testing studio headphones, as discussed here
(see § 3).

Spectacles and ear-rings should be removed be
fore the measurements begin, and the ears should
not be masked by hair. There are no particular
requirements regarding the hearing capacity of the
listeners, but they should not have any anomalies
in the structure of the outer ear. Listeners in whom
the probe cannot be fitted correctly, owing to the
dimensions of the auditory canal, should be exclud
ed from the tests. Tbe Iisteners should remain as
quiet as possible during the tests. eare must be
taken to ensure that the headphones are worn
correctly - that is, with the "Ieft" earphone over
the left ear. The listener should adjust the bead
phones for the most comfortable and most stable
fit possible, and should hirnself put on and remove
the headphones as required during the test se
quence.

Measurement procedure

Before the measurements begin, the probe is
inserted into the auditory canal of the listener. The
precise point of measurement is not very critical,
provided it is at least 4 mm inside the ear. The
microphone cable or probe tube is fed out of the
auditory canal and attached below the auricle with
a sticking piaster. The probe must not move appre
ciably in the auditory canal when the headphones
are put on or removed.

The probe voltage is measured for each noise
signal while the Iistener is exposed to the sound field
created in the reverberation chamber (first sound
field measurement). Immediately afterwards, the
Iistener puts on the headphones and the probe
voltage is measured for each frequency band, with
the noise delivered to the ear by the headphone
(first headphone measurement). After this test the
listener removes the headphones, and then puts
thern on again. Measurements on a different type
of headphone can be carried out at this stage. The
test sequence concludes with a repeat of the sound
field measurement (second sound field measure
ment).

The probe output levels for the first and second
sound field measurements are compared to ensure
that the probe has not shifted during the test
sequence (this is essential if accurale results are to
be obtained). If the difference is greater than
2.5 dB in any frequency band the entire test se
quence must be repeated. lf differences in excess of
2.5 dB cannot be avoided between the two test
sequences, the Iistener should be replaced with
another person.

E\'aluation

The arithmetic mean of the probe output levels
for the first and second sound field measurements
is determined for each noise frequency band. The
arithmetic means are also calculated for the levels
obtained in the two series of headphone measure
ments. Using these mean values, the individual
DFPTF GOS 'nd (re I Pa/V) of a headphone is
calculated for each frequency band according to the
following formula:

GOS 'nd (re I Pa/V) =
UK

dB + L O - 94 dB - 20 Ig - dB (I)
Uo

where GOS'nd diffuse-field probe transfer function
of the headphone

USK RMS probe voltage when exposed to
sound from the headphone

Uso RMS probe voltage when exposed to
the diffuse field

UK RMS signal voltage applied to the
headphone

Uo equals I volt

L D sound pressure level at the reference
point in the diffuse field.

2.2.4. Indirecl measuremenl method - determi
nation of the individual diffuse-field transfer
funclion

lf the DFPTF of a headphone has been determin
ed according to the direct measurernent method
described above, this can subsequently be used as
the reference instead of the diffuse sound field. The
general measurement procedure is the same.

lt should be noted that when using the indirect
method, any inaccuracies in the measurement of the
DFPTF of the referenee headphone will be added
to errors in the measurement using the indirect
method. The transfer funetion of the reference
headphone must therefore be determined using at
least 16 test listeners [21].

Evaluation

After the mean probe voltage has been found for
the first and second sets of measurements with the
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referenee headphone, and after the two series of
measurements on the headphone under test have
been taken, the individual DFPTS (GOS;nd) of the
headphone is eomputed, for eaeh frequeney band,
aeeording to the following formula whieh takes
aeeount of the signal voltages applied 10 both the
referenee and tested headphones, and the DFPTF
of the referenee headphones:

GOS ;nd (re I Pa/V) =

UB USB
G OB + 20 Ig - dB - 20 Ig - dB (2)

UK USK

where GOß;nd diffuse-field probe transfer funetion
of the referenee headphone

USB RMS probe voltage when exposed to
sound from the referenee head
phone

UB RMS signal voltage applied 10 the
referenee headphone.

Other values, as in equation (I).

comparability are defined in ISO 5725 and serve to
characterize the inaccuracy of psychoacoustic
measurements.

The comparabilily R is important in the present
study. This is the amount below whieh the absolute
value of the difference between (WO individual test
resuhs, obtained under different conditions. can be
expeeted with a given probability (for example,
95010). The expression <l different conditions" is
limited in the present case to meaning 11 different
groups of Iisteners", and in (he following we will
refer 10 the eomparability R'.

R' is ealeulated as folIows.

Let 0jk denote (he mean value of the individual
DFPTF for f/ listeners in group k, for measurement
j) and let Gk denote the mean value of all m
measurements in group k. The standard deviation
Sk for all m measurements of group k is then
defined as:

I

s, = 11/ _ I L (aj' - 0,)2 (3)
j~1

The mean value of the standard deviations s, for
all I groups yields an estimated value for R', as
folIoIVs :

2.2.5. Determination 0/ the DFPTF 0/ a headphone

For cach frequency band, the arithmetic mean
and the standard deviation are determined from the
individual DFPTF values. The mean value is the
DFPTF Gos of the headphone being tested, for Ihe
frequency band under consideration.

I

O"R' = -;- LSk

k=1

(4)

3. OFPTF performance requirements of studio
headphones

It has been shown in § 2.1 Ihat the Iransfer
funetion of a studio headphone should match the
DFPTF of the outer ear. This implies that the
DFPTF measured as deseribed in § 2.2, should be
as independent of frequeney as possible. \Vhen
speeifying a target performance for the frequeney
response of the DFPTF, a number of parameters
that may innuenee the result need 10 be taken into
account. These parameters will now be discussed
with a vicw to deriving a tolerance range for the
DFPTF of studio headphones.

For 95"10 probability, the eomparability of
measuremen( j for different groups of lisleners,
each comprising n persons, is {hen given by:

(5)

On the basis of the IRT and PTB measurements,
the values shown in Fig. I are oblained for the
eomparability R' of the DFPTF, for various num-

d'
10

R'

Figure 1
Comparabilily R' of the DFPTF as a function of Ihe

number of Iisteners (21].

3.t. ~easurernent accuracy

Any irregularilies appearing during the repeated
determination of the DFPTF ean be traeed to the
various properties of the headphone and they will
depend very largely on the number of test Iisteners.
The calculation of the measurement inaccuracy I

whieh is based on results obtained at the Institut für
Rundfunktechnik (IRT, Munieh) and the Physikal
isch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB, Braunsehweig),
was done aeeording to the method proposed in
[27J whieh is based on ISO Standard 5725 128].
The variables known as repeatabilily and
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bers of test Iisteners and as a function of the
frequency.

The repeatability , which constitutes an estimate
of the measurement inaccuracy in test results
obtained under the same conditions (same listeners
and identieal test eonditions) will not be diseussed,
other than to note that the values are very much
lower, especially al medium and high frequencies.

3.2. Changes in limbre due to irregularilies in Ihe
DFPTF

To establish a taleranee range for the frequeney
response of the DFPTF, a good starting point is the
threshold of pereeption of nuetuations in the fre
quency response. The results of a relevant study are
shown below (29, 30].

Pink noise was used as the test sound. Ir was
delivered in both filtered and un-filtered forms
through a headphone with diffuse-field equali
zation, aeeording to (21), in an A-B-A-B sequenee.

Finite impulse response (FIR) filters were used.
In each of the first series of measurements the
relative level of an isolated noise band one-third or
a full octave wide, was raised or lowered, -as a
function of the centre frequency; in the second
series, "structured" filtering was used, in which
the levels in three adjaeent frequeney bands, eaeh
one-third or a full octave \Vide, were raised or
lowered either in the sequence "up-down-up" or
" down-up-down ".

The reference listening level for these measure
ments was established lIsing pink noise with asound
pressure level of 60 dB(A), obtained using
loudspeakers in the Iistening room. The level of
signals to the headphones was set to match the
referenee level by comparison of the loudness.

The loudness differences that resulted on switch
ing between filtered noise (B) and un-filtered noise
(A), beeause of the relative raising or lowering of
the level of cenain bands cf the noise, were com
pensated on the basis of the results of comparative
loudness measurements.

The listeners were required to answer the
question : "Is there a noticeable timbre difference
belween A and B?".

The resulls are based on the assessments of 15
Iisteners and they have been analysed by evaluating
the relative occurrence of "timbre difference
noticed" for each test sequence or each test sound,
and then calculating the median wh ich was taken
as represeming the thresholds of perception.

The thresholds of pereeption (median values and
inter-quartile ranges) established in this manner are
shown in Fig. 2.

Above 500 Hz, the thresholds of pereeption for
isolated relative level increases of one-third or a full

oetave band are about + 2 dB and I dB, respee
tively. For isolated relative decreases in level. for
one-third or a full oetave band, the thresholds are
about - 3 dB and - I dB, respeetively. Below
500 Hz, the hearing system is less sensitive to raised
or lowered levels, as seen in Fig. 20 and c.

Where struetured filtering is used, the thresholds
are about ± 2 dB (one-third oetave) or ± I dB
(full oetave), regardless of whether the level se
quence is "up-down-up" or H down-up-down ",
and regardless of the frequeney (Fig. 2b and cf).

When examining these results, it must be borne
in mind that they are based on very critical test
signals and conditions wh ich permit the detection of
minute differences in timbre which would probably
not be perceived in most music signals.

Furthermore, it was only possible in the study to

examine the influences of frequency response var
iations relating to increases or decreases in level in
isolated frequency bands, or in specially-constructed
structures of adjacent bands. The results can there
fore serve only as a guide for the determination of
a taleranee range for the DFPTF of headphones.
The results do nevertheless give an estimate of the
extent ta wh ich deviations from a nat DFPTF
response can be perceived, or the extent to wh ich
deviations of the individual DFPTF values from the
mean value affect the differences in timbre.
Estimates of this sort will be derived in § 3.4.

3.3. Derivation of Ihe DFPTF toleranee range for
studio-qualit)' headphones

The tolerance range for the frequency response of
the DFPTF will now be derived on the basis of the
data given in §§ 3.1 and 3.2.

First, it will be assumed that. in common with
other items of audio equipment, greater demands
are made on the quality of reeording studio head
phones than would be made on ordinary "hi-fi 11

headphones. To ensure that measurement inaccu
rades are minimized when determining the DFPTF,
it is proposed that 16 listeners should be involved,
rather than 8 as speeified in the draft standard (21J.
The proposed toleranee mask for the DFPTF (GDS)

frequency response shown in Fig. 3 is based on the
predicted measurement inaccuracy (§ 3.t and curve
a) in Fig. 1) and the thresholds of pereeptioll (§ 3.2
and Fig. 2).

Optimum timbre reproduction can be expected
from headphones whose DFPTF falls within the
proposed mask, although slight differenees in
timbre may still be notieed between different types
of headphones. The remaining quality differences
among headphones wh ich fit the DFPTF mask will
be due to other factors such as non-Iinearity dis
(ort ions, group-delay distortions or poor matching
of the two earphones of a headphone set.
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Figure 3
Proposed toJerance mask for the diffuse-field probe

transfer function (Gos) of studio headphones, relative 10
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to 16 kHz.
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3.4. Mean and individual DFPTF

In principle, the equalization of a headphone can
be regarded as optimum if carried out on an
individual basis, i.e. when lhe propert;es of the
user's outer ear are taken into account. Such equali
zation nonetheless requires extensive technical sup
port and is therefare castly. It cannat be considered
far a mass-praduced anicle.

The queslian therefore arises concerning lhe dif
ferences (hat must be expected between an individu
al listener's optimum DFPTF and a mean DFPTF
corresponding to a mass·produced headphone.
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Referring ta ISO 5725 [28], the comparability R"
may be calculated as a measure of the differences
mentioned above. As noted in § 3.1, the compara
bility R is the amount below which the absolute
value of [he difference between (wO test results.
obtained under different canditions, can be expecl
ed with a given probability (such as 95 "70).

o
, .

=

In the present case, .. different condilions" is
taken ta mean the differences between the (various)
individual measurement results and the mean valuc.
R" is calculated in the same way as R' (see § 3.1).
First the difference between the individual DFPTF
and the mean DFPTF for m Iisteners is calculated
for each listener j of the measurement k, and then
the standard deviation Sk of the measurement k is
calculated. The mean value of several measurements
results in an estimate of UR'" The comparabilily R"
for 95"70 probability is then found as shown in
equation (5).

The eakulations have been done for m = 8 listen
ers and 3 (k = 1,2,3) headphones (two of open
construction and one c1osed). The results are shown
in Fig. 4, where it is seen that the comparability R"
fits approximately within the DFPTF talerance

"~J.: ;;;:;::~:$E;:;::;I;::~
63 125 250 500 \K 21< olK 8K 161< Ht

Frequency

'0 L.c"....-.-c:::----::::-"'""":-'C"'~7:~~~~-~-
63 125 250 500 lK 21< JK 8K 16K Ht

Frequency

Figure 4
Comparabllity R" of mean and individual DFPTFs.

mask derived in § 3. Assuming the mean DFPTF
to be frequency-independem, it follows that the
scatrer range of the individual DFPTFs covers
roughly the taleranee range of the DFPTF for
studio headphones. Aeeordingly, there is a 95 "70
probability that individual equalization would not
lead to any noticeable improvement.

To illustrate the differences between the individu
al DFPTFs and the mean value, the measurement
results for three of the listeners and three of the
headphones are shown in Fig. 5.

®

~---
d'h

J:i2_;;'~c~=::;;:~i;;:::::;:;;':E:';:::::2~•
63 11S 2.50 500 lK 2K ~K BK 16K Hz

Frequency

"e~' 1'11 1 ~'

~~.:~ c: ~±:;
63 125 250 500 11< 21<

?:i1-,
<11( 8K 161< Hl

Frequency

Figure 5
Differences between three individual DFPTFs and the
mean value for eight listeners. in relation to the proposed
tolerance mask for studio headphones (Fig. 3).

a) Headphone K2
b) Headphone K5
c) Headphone K7.
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4. Measurement of lhe DFPTF of 12
headphones

DFPTF measurements have been made on twelve
headphones using lhe melhod described in § 2. The
headphones weee selected after consultation with
the manufacturers who weee invited 10 propose
high-quality models from their producl lines. One
headphone of each model selected was made avail
able by the manufacturer and another was procured
through normal retail channels so that comparalive
measurements cDuld be made.

4.1. Execution of the measurements

The DFPTFs of five of the headphones were
measured using the direc! melhod and the other
seven weee subjected 10 the indireCl measurement
method. One headphone whose DFPTF had been
delermined using the direct melhod (and with 16
iisteners) was used as the eeference for the indirecl
method. The measurement arrangements for bOlh
methods are depicted in Fig. 6.

The tested headphones will be denoted by KI, K2,
... K12. Data on each lype, laken from the manu
facturers' specifications, are given in the Appendix.

In addition 10 the DFPTF measurements. COffi

parative measurements were carried out on each
type of headphone using a special coupler in order
to delermine the difference belween the DFPTFs of
each earphone of a pair and between (he corres
ponding earphones of (he lwO headphones that \vere
available of each model.

The coupler was built at the IRT and consisls of
two nal plates set up 17 cm apart, thus correspond
ing (0 the distance bClween the lisleners' ears. The
headphone was fiued onto the plales, as it would
be wilh a human lislcner, and measurements were
taken with a 112" measuring microphone (Brüel
and Kjaer 4134) mounled in one of the plates,
cent rally positioned wüh respect 10 the earphones.
This coupler is of course only suilable for
comparing earphones of [he same type.

4.2. Presenlation of results

The measurement results obtained from the
twelve lested headphones are presented below. The
mean values of the DFPTF (GDS) and the standard
deviations are shown in pan a) of each section of
Fig. 9 superimposed over the lolerance mask that
was derived in § 3. In all cases the resulls are those

Figure 6
Measurement system for the direel

and indirect methods.

loudspeaker
(6)

Reverberation
chamber

r---c-q 7-,. listener
Probe \1/

I--ij--J (7) 'Measurin9JPre.amplitier microphone j
(BI

Reference
headphone

Headphone ~

amplifier I 'Q ~

(5)~_1 OU'tene,
~probe

'iI Il:: (7)

(
4

) <l " HeadphoneL undertest

INDIRECT MEASUREMENT

D1RECT MEA$UREMENT

a_

b __

----~'a

Computer (1)

I
Noise

Noise generator /1
meier

(3) Bandpass ,
lilter
(2)

I

(1) Hewlett·Packard HP 9845B
(2) Nortronic 719
(3) Nortronic 108
(4) Neumann PMV 70
(5) Klein und Hummel KV 20

(or special type for
electrostatic headphones)

(6) Klein und Hummel 092
(7) Beyer MCE 511
(8) Brüel & Kjaer 4145.
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ted as a result of differenees in the characteristics
of the outer ears of individual listeners.

H,.t.. ~'<

Frequency

l'
-10

Figure 8
a) Mean value of lhe DFPTF of headphone K2. and 8

individual measuremenl results.
b) Standard deviation a.

oB,
@

-,

The referencc headphone (K 1) was l11easured lIS
ing 16 lisleners, as proposed in 121]. The mean
vallIes for eight listeners wcre delermineel für the
eleven others. Headphoncs Kilo K5 were measllred
using the direet method, and K6 to K 12 using the
inelircct mcthod.

The mean anel standard devialiotls of all twelve
headphones are plotled in pan a) of eaeh seetion
of Fig. 9. The differenees in transfer funetion
between the left and right earphones of eaeh
headphone, determincd using Ihe special coupler
deseribed earlier, are plotled in part b). Finally, part
c) of each section shows the differences in transfer
fUl1etion benveen the corresponding earphones of
the IWO headphones of each model that werc avail
able.

In principle il is possible 10 measure the DFPTF
bela\\' 100Hz, and since Ihe OUler ear (including
the torso, head and auriele) of an individual person
has no infiuence al such frequcncies il can in fact
be measured with the probe without (he need for
a referenee sound field, provided that the probe
transfer funclion in this frequency range is knowll.
However, Ihis was flOl known for the probe used
in the tests (Fig. 7), so the DFPTF eould not be
measured below 100Hz.

for just one earphone (left side). The measurements
were laken in one-third QClave bands, as required
in 126]. over the frequeney range 100 H7 tO
16 kHz.

Figure 7
The miniature probe microphone and its support.

An example of (he lest results is gi\"cn in Fig. 8,
where the upper part shows the mean DFPTF for
headphone K2 together with the elght individual
DFPTFs and the lower part shows the standard
deviation, ealeulated from the individual DFPTFs.
These results correspond to the definitions set out
in § 2.

The imponance of the dislinction made bClween
the mean and individual DFPTFs should be empha
sized again at this point. The presentation of (he
resulls in Fig. 8 might suggest that major differ
ences bCl\vecn the mean and individual values, anel
aeeompanying timbre errors, will oeeur if the mean
DFPTF is assull1ed to be frequeney-independent. It
has been shown in § 3.4, however, that only minor
timbre enors, if any, should generally be expee-

The results in parts b) and e) of Fig. 9 are for
Ihe average of three coupler measurements, estab
lished with a slandard deviation below I dB. The
shaded toleranee mask in part b) eorresponds to
standard DI 45500, Part 10 1t2j over the frequen
ey range 250 Hz to 8 kHz.

4.3. Comparison of fhe direct and indirect methods

The DFPTFs of headphones K2 and K5 were
eletermined using both the direct anel the indirecl
melhods, as described in § 2.

The differences betwecn the resuhs are shown in
Fig. /0, where it Illay be seen that the differences
are within the proposed toleranee mask für studio
headphones.
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(i) Headphone K1 was the reference for the tests using the indirect method.
(ii) 16 listeners for K1> 8 lisleners for K2 to K11.
(iii) Direct method used for K1 10 K5, indirect method for K6 to K12.
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Measurement results on the 12 headphones subjected

10 tests.

a) Mean value and standard deviation of Gos for the left earphone of the headphone,
shown against the tolerance mask of Fig. 5.

b) Difference between the transfer tunet ions of the left and fight earphones of the headphone
(right-hand minus left-hand), shown against the tolerance mask given in 112).

c) Difference between the transfer functions of two headphones of the same type (Ieft
hand earphone of one headphone minus right-hand earphone of the other), shown against
the tolerance mask given in [12].
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5. Conclusions

The measurement technique that has been des
eribed for determining the DFPTF of studio head
phones is such that it ensures that linear distortions
occurring during the reproduction of stereophonie
signals through the headphones are deteeted with
sufficient accuracy. These distortions can be avoid
cd if the stated requirements regarding the prop
erties of the referenee sound field and the number
of test listencrs are complied \vith, and if a frequen
ey-independenl DFPTF within the speeified toler
anee range is established.

-10 .l.-~~~~,-L,~~J...-~~~~~~~~__
63 125 250 500 lK 2K .:K 8K 16K Hl

Frequency

Figure 10
Difference between the DFPTF 01 headphones K2 and K5
when using the direct and indirect methods, shown against

the tolerance mask of Fig. 3.

4.4 Evaluation of (he results'

Of the lwelve headphones lesled, only KI and K4
(and K2, if the result al 16 kHz is negleeled) meel
the requirements for use as studio headphones.
With ceftain reservations, K3 is also suitable
beeause its DFPTF exeeeds the proposed loleranee
mask only very slighlly. All the olher headphones
produce timbre errors in line with the frequency
dependent nature of their DFPTFs, and are there
fore not suitable for studio use.

According 10 information received from the ma
nufacturers, achieving proper equalization is not a
problem. Diffuse-field equalization ean be eSlablish
ed either acoustically, by design modifications, or
eleelrically through the use of an equalizing net
work.

As regards the differences belween the DFPTFs
of the lwo earphones of a given headphone, it may
be seen that a high standard is aehieved, with just
a few exceptions. It should be noted that, to meet
the requirements for studio headphones, the toler
anee mask ought 10 be extended to cover the full
frequeney range from 100 Hz to 16 kHz, in aecor
danee with [12]. The differenees shown assurne that
the headphones or earphones being eompared are
effeetively within the proposed toleranee mask for
the DFPTF of studio headphones, and that the
DFPTF of the referenee earphone is to be frequen
ey-independent.

• The publication of the author's findings in the EBU
Review in no way renects an orricial opinion of Ihc
European Broadcasting Union regarding the suitability or
otherwise, for any specific application, of any of the
products mentioned. (Editor.)
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The frequency response of the DFPTF, measllred
according to the method set out in this artiele, is
therefore suited for use as a quality parameter when
headphones are used for monitoring, Owing to
differences in listening wams and control rooms, it
has not yet been possible to aehieve reproduetibility
of the sound pattern when loudspeakers are used.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized again that
the performance-testing requirements that have
been deseribed relate speeifically to studio
headphones. Less stringent measurement techniques
are laid down in the draft of standard DIN 45619,
Part 3, in respeel of Ihe diffuse nature of the
referenee sound field and the number of test listen
ers, The measurement aceuracy which ean be
achieved with data obtained in accordance with the
above·mentioned draft standard is insufficient for
assessing the transfer function of studio head·
phones. Also, the tolerances allowed in standard
DIN 45500, Part 10 [12] and IEC Publieation
581-10 [9] are 100 great for a frequency-independent
headphone transfer funetion, and it is suggested
that the tolerances derived in the present article
sholild be standardized nationally and international
Iy, for example in the form of an ARD standard
or a CCIR Recommendation. These same proce
dures should be considered as an essential prerequi
site for subjeetive sound quality assessments (for
example, aceording 10 CCIR Reeommendation 562
3 [31]) so that uniform Iislening conditions prevail,
leading to comparable results.

The measurement results reponed in Fig. 9 show
thai the frequeney responses of the headphone
transfer funetions vary widely. in spite of the
existenee of standards. Headphones KI, K2, K3,
K4, K5 and K7 are deseribed by their manufaeturers
as being .. diffuse-field equalized". The results
show, too, that manufacturers are able to make
products whieh perform aeeording to the proposed
speeificalions. The teehnical facilities needed for
exeeution of the measurement technique ean be
minimized by using a suitable reference headphonc
rat her than a reference sound field. Furthermore,
it is 10 be expeeted that suitable forms of artifieial
head [32], able 10 imitate the eoupling between the
headphone and the human ear with sufficient aecu
raey, will be used in the future, rather than human
listeners.



APPENDIX

Headphone data

The data given below for the headphones examined in the tests described here
are extracted from the manufacturers' data sheets.

K 1 K 2 K 3 K 4 K 5 K 6 K 7 K 8 K 9 K 10 K 11 K 12

Transducer principle
a) electrodynamic b a a a a a a b a a a b
b) electrostatic two-way

system

Acoustic mode of operation
a) open, serni-open a a a a a a b a b a b a
b) closed

Aatad sound pressure level
(DIN 45580) dB - 90 94 96 94 - 96 - 96 94 94 -

Form 01 coupling between ear-piece
and ear
a) circumaural a a a a a a a b a a a a
b) special design

Cantact pressure N - 3.5 1.5 2 - 2.5 3.5 - - - 4 -

Weight 9 325 240 210 230 250 180 250 - 245 245 260 390
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